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LED and Beeper tables for Bluetooth wireless devices    

Table (A) and (B) are applicable to Barcode scanner SGxxxBT, LGxxxBT and IGxxxBT 

series, and Volume measurement VM2xxBT series. 

(A) Scanner indicator 

State 
Scanner Indicators 

LED Beeper 

Power on 
Both Green light and beeper, 

simultaneously 
Be-Be-Be* 2 loops 

(Battery) No power Red light blink 3 times Bi-Bi-Bi 

(Battery) Low power alarm Red light blink 1 time Be per 20 seconds  

(Battery) Very low power 

Alarm 
Red light blink 4 times Bi-Bi-Bi-Bi per 10 seconds 

(Flash) memory is full Red light blinks 2 times Be-Be 

(Data)transmitted 

successfully or saved in 

memory  

Green light blinks 1 time Be 

(Data) transmitted fail Red light blinks 2 times Bi-Bi 

Doing configuration setup 
Both Green light and beeper,  

simultaneously 
Bi-Bi-Bi 

(BT) is connecting Blue light 2 second 4 Ascent tone 

(BT) In connection state 
Blue light blinks One time in every 2 

seconds duration, continuously 
N/A 

(BT) is disconnecting 

After the 4 descent tone beeping, 

the Blue light starts to blink Two 

times in every 2 seconds duration 

continuously 

4 Descent tone 

(BT)(In disconnection) 

Try to build BT connection 

Blue light blinks Two times in every 

2 seconds duration, continuously 
N/A 

(Charging) In charging Red light stays on N/A 

(Charging) Full charged Green light stays on N/A 

Enter sleeping mode N/A 4 Descent tone 

Remark: ‘Be’ means Long beep, ‘Bi’ means Short beep. 
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(B) Cradle indicator 

State 
Cradle Indicators 

LED Remark 

Power on Red light stays on 
This is only applicable to 

SG3xxBT, IG3xxBT and LG3xxBT 

(Data) Transmitted 

successfully 
Green light blinks One time 

 

(BT) is in connection Blue light stays on 
 

(BT) is in disconnection 
Blue light blinks Two times in every 

2 seconds duration, continuously  
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Table (C) is applicable to MB3xxX and MB2xxX pocket scanner series. 

Where ‘X’ represents C, I or L. 

 

(C) Pocket scanner indicator 

Status LED Beeper 

[Scanning] Barcode scanned success N/A One beep 

[Scanning] Barcode data stored and sent to host Green light flashing once One low-tone beep 

[Scanning] Battery capacity < 30% Red light flashing N/A 

[Charging] Battery in charging Red light stays on. N/A 

[Charging] Battery in charging when BT connected Alternately Blue & Red light N/A 

[Charging] Battery capacity = 100% Green light stays on. N/A 

[Charging] Battery capacity = 100% when BT connected 
Alternately Blue & Green 

light 
N/A 

[Connecting] BT connected or connecting successful Blue light stays on. 3-note Ascent tone 

[Connecting] BT disconnected N/A 3-note Descent tone 

[Programming mode] Device “Start configuration” 

Green light on 

simultaneously with each 

short beep. 

Two short beeps & 

two short low-tone 

beeps 

[Switch on / Reboot] 

Green light on 

simultaneously with each 

long beep. 

Two long beeps and 

then three short 

beeps. 

[Switch off / Shut Down] Red light blinks. 4-note tone 

 


